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HS22 Guiding and basic principles

Guiding principles, Mishkin (2000)
SOLUTIONS – Exercise 1

Stress the foundations and shortcomings of the Mishkin (2000) guiding
principles. There is a lot of possible answers, find below a few examples.

principles foundations shortcomings

i price stability
should be set as a
goal

provide substantial
benefits to the
economy, no
long-run Phillips
curve

identification of the
source of shocks

ii fiscal policy should
be aligned with
monetary policy

optimal policy-mix,
no counterreactions

optimal mix difficult
to find and
implement

iii time inconsistency
is a serious problem
and thus should be
avoided

expectations
formation, strategic
interactions

no empirical
evidence of inflation
bias

iv monetary policy
should be forward
looking

long and variable
time lag,
complicated
mechanisms of
transmission

implementation may
be difficult

v policymakers should
be accountable

opposite side of the
independence coin

exact definition of
accountability

vi monetary policy
should be concerned
with output as well
as price fluctuations

in case of demand
shocks meaningful

in case of supply
shocks complicated,
therefore goals
ranking

vii policymakers should
know that the most
economic downturn
are associated with
financial instability

empirical evidence is it conclusive?
implementation may
be challenging,
choice of
instruments
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HS22 Guiding and basic principles

Basic principles, Mishkin (2011)
SOLUTIONS – Exercise 2

Stress the foundations and shortcomings of the Mishkin (2011) basic prin-
ciples. There is a lot of possible answers, find below a few examples.

principles foundations shortcomings

i inflation is always and
everywhere a monetary
phenomenon

quantitative
theory

long and
variable lags

ii price stability has
important benefits

no distortion of
price signals, no
false distribution
effects

should be linked
to other goals

iii no long-run trade-off
between unemployment
and inflation

quantitative
theory

natural rate of
unemployment
difficult to
measure

iv expectations play a
crucial role in the
macroeconomy

game theory,
self-fulfilling
mechanisms

different ways of
modeling

v Taylor principle is
necessary for price
stability

ensure the right
impact on the
real interest rate

theoretical
concept, difficult
implementation

vi time-inconsistency
problem is relevant to
monetary policy

see exercise 1 see exercise 1

vii central bank
independence improves
macroeconomic
performance

time
inconsistency
literature

lack of empirical
evidence

viii credible commitment to a
nominal anchor promotes
price and output stability

better
expectation
formation

find the best
anchor

ix financial frictions play an
important role in the
business cycle

see exercise 1 see exercise 1
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HS22 Guiding and basic principles

International central banks and guiding principles
SOLUTIONS – Exercise 3

Check how the different central banks fulfill the Mishkin (2000) criteria.
✓= not fulfilled; ✓✓= partly fulfilled; ✓✓✓= largely fulfilled. The an-
swers are subjective and, therefore, not conclusive.

principles SNB ECB FED BOE

i,ii,vi price stability ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓✓

iii nominal anchor ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓ ✓✓✓

iii goal independence ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓

iii instrument independence ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓

v accountability ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓

iv communication ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓

vii financial stability goal ✓ ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓✓
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